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Open Court Publishing Co ,U.S., United States, 2010. Paperback.
Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Arguably
the most important pop-culture import from the East to the
West, manga is a phenomenon that can no longer be ignored.
Yet just as much as it is a source of visual splendor and riveting
storylines, manga -- the herald of the exotic and uber-hip --
stimulates intense philosophical interest. Drawing from
Japanese art traditions, influenced by the impact of World War
II, and a significant player in cross-cultural exchange, manga
has rapidly become a literary force worldwide. Readers of all
ages eagerly await the next installment of their favorite manga
series and delight in discovering new titles. Manga and
Philosophy joins the lively discussion about manga by examining
some of its major forms (lolicon to shonen to shojo), best titles
(Death Note to Space Battleship Yamato to Gunslinger Girl), and
the cultural factors surrounding it. Can demons be good? Is it
morally wrong to sexualize schoolgirls? What do giant robots
teach us about the ethics of war? All of these questions and
more are dealt with professionally and accessibly, making
Manga and Philosophy all but indispensable for fans and
scholars alike.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential study publication. Sure, it is enjoy, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this
book from my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Abbott-- Justus Abbott

This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we
have read through. Your daily life period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Ga r ett B a um ba ch-- Ga r ett B a um ba ch
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